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Abstract

Occluded person re-identification (ReID) aims at re-
identifying occluded pedestrians from occluded or holistic
images taken across multiple cameras. Current state-of-
the-art (SOTA) occluded ReID models rely on some aux-
iliary modules, including pose estimation, feature pyramid
and graph matching modules, to learn multi-scale and/or
part-level features to tackle the occlusion challenges. This
unfortunately leads to complex ReID models that (i) fail
to generalize to challenging occlusions of diverse appear-
ance, shape or size, and (ii) become ineffective in handling
non-occluded pedestrians. However, real-world ReID ap-
plications typically have highly diverse occlusions and in-
volve a hybrid of occluded and non-occluded pedestrians.
To address these two issues, we introduce a novel ReID
model that learns discriminative single-scale global-level
pedestrian features by enforcing a novel exponentially sen-
sitive yet bounded distance loss on occlusion-based aug-
mented data. We show for the first time that learning single-
scale global features without using these auxiliary modules
is able to outperform the SOTA multi-scale and/or part-
level feature-based models. Further, our simple model can
achieve new SOTA performance in both occluded and non-
occluded ReID, as shown by extensive results on three oc-
cluded and two general ReID benchmarks. Additionally,
we create a large-scale occluded person ReID dataset with
various occlusions in different scenes, which is significantly
larger and contains more diverse occlusions and pedestrian
dressings than existing occluded ReID datasets, providing
a more faithful occluded ReID benchmark. The dataset is
available at: https: // git. io/ OPReID

1. Introduction
Person re-identification (ReID) aims to search for the

same person from a gallery of pedestrian images taken from
different cameras, which is a critical task in computer vision
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Figure 1 – Overview of three occluded ReID approaches. Exist-
ing approaches (A&B) rely on auxiliary modules, such as pose
estimation and feature pyramid, to learn multi-scale or part-level
features for occluded ReID, while our proposed approach (C)
can address the problem with significantly simplified models
that learn single-scale global features with single backbone.

due to its broad applications in multi-camera tracking, video
surveillance, and forensic search. Most existing ReID ap-
proaches [7, 16, 32, 36, 43] generally assume that the whole
body of the person is visible. However, in real applications,
many pedestrian images can be occluded by various obsta-
cles such as cars, trees, and crowd. It is challenging for the
general ReID approaches to learn effective representations
of these occluded images [6, 15, 26, 34, 37, 39], leading to
ineffective performance for occluded ReID [22, 47].

A number of occluded ReID methods [8, 12, 14, 22, 33]
have been proposed to tackle this problem. The current
state-of-the-arts can be roughly divided into two categories,
key-points based methods and feature pyramid matching
methods. As shown in Figure 1 (A), the key-points based
methods [8, 22, 33] often utilize pose estimation models to
obtain some extra semantic information such as key-points
heat-maps/graphs for identity matching in the training or
inference stage. These part-level features or graph match-
ing strategies help overcome the occlusion problem. How-
ever, the ReID performance is heavily relied on the perfor-
mance of pose estimation models. Further, these pose es-
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timation models may also suffer from occlusions [4, 28].
As shown in Figure 1 (B), the other type of occluded ReID
methods [12,14] is built upon the feature pyramid matching
framework using a single backbone network during train-
ing. At the inference stage, they extract multi-scale fea-
tures from both the query and gallery images for person
matching. This feature pyramid matching strategy works
well for the easy occlusions, in which only the query im-
ages contain occluded body parts and the gallery images are
holistic, but it fails to deal with the cases that both the query
and gallery contain occluded images, especially when the
occlusions are of different appearance, shape or size. Fur-
ther, without the support of key-points models, the feature
pyramid matching strategy can be strongly biased by the
occlusion obstacles. For example, when the query image
contains similar car obstacles as in the person images in the
gallery, as illustrated in Figure 1(B), these models would
wrongly yield a high matching score due to the similarity
of the occlusion objects rather than the person appearance.
Additionally, these auxiliary modules in both types of meth-
ods can lead to over-complicated models, rendering them
less effective in handling non-occluded pedestrians. How-
ever, real-world ReID applications typically have highly di-
verse occlusions and involve a hybrid of occluded and non-
occluded pedestrians.

In this work we propose a novel ReID model that learns
discriminative single-scale global-level pedestrian repre-
sentations for such real-world ReID applications. Al-
though it is a largely simplified model that does not re-
quire auxiliary models, it can well generalize to diverse oc-
clusions and perform effectively in handling both occluded
and holistic pedestrians. Particularly, our method leverages
an occlusion-based data augmentation and an exponentially
sensitive yet bounded distance loss to learn fine-grained dis-
criminative features from non-occluded body parts. In do-
ing so, our model is optimized in an end-to-end fashion us-
ing a single backbone network (e.g., Resnet-50), as shown
in Figure 1 (C). The network is enhanced by disentangled
non-local (DNL) operations and our proposed reconstruc-
tive pooling layer to better learn the non-occluded features.
During inference, it uses only the single-scale global fea-
ture representations from the final feature layer, rather than
the multi-scale or multiple part-level features as in current
models, for person matching.

Further, there are limited publicly available dataset
benchmarks for the occluded ReID task. Existing relevant
datasets, including P-iLIDS [12], P-ReID [42], O-ReID
[47] and O-Duke [22], are small and have too monotonous
occlusions to represent the problem complexities in real-
world applications. Even worse, these monotonous occlu-
sions may mislead the design and evaluation of ReID mod-
els. For example, in the largest dataset O-Duke, most per-
sons in the query image set are occluded by the same car

Table 1 – Modules and features used in occluded ReID meth-
ods. Modules include Single-Backbone (S-B), Pose-Estimation
(P-E), Feature-Pyramid-Matching (FP-M) and Graph-Matching
(G-M). Features include Multi-Scale-Feature (MS-F), Part-
level-Feature (Part-F) and Global-level-Feature (Global-F).

Module Feature
Method S-B P-E FP-M G-M MS-F Part-F Global-F

DSR [12] X X X X X
FPR [14] X X X X X

PGFA [22] X X X X
PVPM [8] X X X X X

HOReID [33] X X X X X
Ours X X

at the same body parts such as legs and feet (see Figure
4), which may lead to a “Clever Hans Phenomenon” [17],
e.g., ReID models can achieve ‘correct’ ReID based on fea-
tures extracted from the occlusion objects rather than the
person appearance. To address these issues, we create a
large-scale occluded ReID dataset with highly diverse oc-
clusions (e.g. carts, signs, storage racks, etc.) at different
body parts from diverse scenes inside and outside the super-
markets and shopping malls (see Section 4 and Supplemen-
tary Materials). It includes 7,918 identities with all seasons’
dressing and 72,442 images collected using 6,000 cameras.
The resulting data is significantly more faithful and larger
than the existing largest occluded ReID dataset – O-Duke
that contains only 1,812 identities with exclusively winter
dressing and 35,489 images collected using 8 cameras. The
dataset is carefully prepared to avoid the privacy problem.

In summary, our main contributions are as follows.

• We propose to tackle occluded person ReID by learn-
ing single-scale global feature representations using a
single network backbone, contrasting to current state-
of-the-art models that learn multi-scale and/or part-
level features, with their performance heavily depen-
dent on one or more auxiliary modules, as summarized
in Table 1. To this end, we introduce a novel ReID
model that minimizes an exponentially sensitive yet
bounded distance loss on occlusion-based augmented
data to learn such global features. Through this model,
we show for the first time that learning single-scale
global features outperforms the multi-scale or part-
level features for occluded ReID (e.g., up to 17%-19%
relative improvement in both top-1 accuracy and av-
erage precision), providing important implication for
exploring simple and effective ReID models.

• We further show that our model can achieve new SOTA
performance in both occluded and non-occluded ReID,
as shown by extensive results on three occluded and
two general ReID datasets. This is an important ca-
pability for real-world ReID applications that typically
involve a hybrid of occluded and holistic pedestrians.

• We introduce a large-scale occluded person ReID
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dataset with both indoor and outdoor occlusions in dif-
ferent scenes, which is significantly larger and contains
substantially more diverse occlusions and pedestrian
dressings than existing occluded ReID datasets, pro-
viding a more faithful occluded ReID benchmark.

2. Related Work
Most existing person ReID methods [7,15,16,26,32,34,

36,37,39,43] focus on learning global or local features with
an implicit assumption that the pedestrians are well pre-
sented in the images. These methods achieve good perfor-
mance for persons with holistic appearances, but they can-
not work well for occluded persons since the extracted fea-
tures are misled and/or biased by the occlusions. To address
this issue, there have been a number of methods introduced
for occluded ReID. These methods can be roughly divided
into two groups, including key-points based methods and
feature pyramid/multi-feature matching-based methods.

Key-points based methods [8, 22, 33] are motivated by
the success of the mask pose-guided or mask-guided meth-
ods [20, 23, 40] for the general ReID task, yet they are
specifically designed to deal with the occluded ReID prob-
lem. Though these methods show effective occluded ReID
performance, they heavily rely on the performance of auxil-
iary pose estimation models. Some recent occluded ReID
methods [8, 33] show that adding extra complex graph
matching modules in training or/and inference stage can
help further improve the performance.

Feature pyramid matching-based methods [4, 11, 28, 30]
do not rely on auxiliary models to gain extra semantic in-
formation. The key ingredients here are the multi-feature
learning and the matching between the occluded and holis-
tic images. In [12, 14], multi-scale features are first ex-
tracted to form feature pyramids. The feature pyramids
from holistic images are then used to reconstruct that of oc-
cluded images to accomplish max-matching. These meth-
ods usually work well for occluded-holistic image match-
ing, but they fail to deal with the occluded-occluded image
matching, especially in the scenarios that the occlusions are
different in the query and gallery sets.

3. The Proposed Approach
3.1. Overview

Given a set of training images X = {x1, · · · ,xN} and
the corresponding one-hot encoding of the identity/class set
Y = {y1, ...,yN}, our approach is to learn a single-scale
global feature mapping function φ : X × Y 7→ Z using one
single network backbone. φ projects the data X onto a new
feature space Z, such that the distance of the images of each
person is small while the distance w.r.t different persons is
large. Given a query image q, the system first computes the
distance between φ(q) and each image φ(gi) from a gallery

image set G = {g1, · · · ,gM}, and then returns the images
that have the smallest distance to the query image. It is
generally assumed that the identities in the gallery set G and
the training set X have no overlapping.

To this end, we introduce an occlusion-based data
augmentation method and an exponentially sensitive yet
bounded distance loss function to learn discriminative
global representations of non-occluded body parts. Par-
ticularly, as shown in Figure 2, the input images are first
augmented by our data augmentation method named Com-
pound Batch Erasing (CBE), aiming to augment data as well
as create synthetic occlusions in the input images, then fed
into the neural network. The Disentangled Non-Local op-
eration (DNL) is leveraged to define a novel reconstructive
pooling layer in the backbone to guarantee that the network
focuses on the persons rather than the occlusions. After that,
the feature representations are optimized by minimizing our
proposed Bounded Exponential Distance (BED) loss to at-
tend to the discriminative non-occluded parts of the persons.
During inference, only the single global representation after
the global pooling is used for identity matching per query.

Additionally, we find there is a long-tailed problem in
real-world ReID applications. We showed empirically that
the bad momentum-effect elimination technique [31] could
be used to alleviate the problem,

3.2. Non-occluded Feature Learning

Our model learns fine-grained discriminative features
from non-occluded body parts by enforcing the proposed
BED loss on the occlusion-based augmented data. A disen-
tangled non-local (DNL) operation is leveraged to devise a
novel reconstructive pooling layer in our backbone to fur-
ther enhance the feature learning.

Occlusion-based Data Augmentation. We propose the
compound batch erasing augmentation method to simulate
occlusions, which includes the widely-used random erasing
(RE) [45] and our proposed batch-constant erasing (BcE).
These two erasing operations are separately applied to the
same batch of raw pedestrian images, resulting in two aug-
mented image batches with different image patches erased.
Their combination helps produce images with occlusions
at diverse body parts of different size. These two image
batches are combined as one large batch to feed to the
model. To achieve this, we first sample a batch of im-
ages X ∈ RB×3×H×W , we then duplicate the sub-batch
and concatenate the two sub-batches to form the full batch
Xfull = [Xre;Xbce] ∈ R2B×3×H×W , of which RE and BcE
are then respectively applied to Xre and Xbce. This provides
large-scale data for learning features for the identities with
diverse blank occlusions of varying sizes.

For BcE, we erase a striping part of the image and the
erased part is fixed and applied to all the images in the same
sub-batch Xbce. The erased part per sub-batch is randomly
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Figure 2 – An overview of the proposed approach. The compound batch erasing operation is first applied to the input images of two
sub-batches - Xre and Xbce - that are made up with the same images but having RE and BcE erasing operation respectively. These two
sub-batch samples are fed into a Resnet backbone with DNL blocks. At the end of the network, two feature representations are obtained
by two pooling layers, the proposed reconstructive pooling and the global pooling. For training, the proposed BED loss together with
the identity loss is applied to both features to learn discriminative global-level features. We also maintain a continuously updated mean
feature vector to capture possible momentum bias towards large classes in the training data. During inference, the single-scale global
pooling features (subtracting the mean features to alleviate the long-tailed problem) is used for person ReID.

chosen as follows. We first spatially divide the image into
s horizontal parts, where s ∈ {6, 7, 8} is a random value,
then randomly choose one part and erase the same part of
all the images per Xbce. The RE part is the same as [45].

DNL-enabled Backbone and Reconstructive Pooling.
Previous studies [8,12,22] show that single backbones with-
out local feature matching or graph matching modules are
ineffective in learning non-occluded features. Motivated by
the tremendous success of self-attention or non-local feature
learning techniques in many CV applications [2,35], we in-
corporate Disentangled Non-Local (DNL) operations [38]
to better extract non-occluded features. This type of op-
erations computes the neuron activation at a position as a
weighted sum of the features at all positions. As a result, the
features from the same instance (e.g., some body parts of
the pedestrians) are mutually reinforced and easily attended
by the model. This is an important capacity of a backbone
for occluded ReID. Particularly, DNL consists of two terms,
with one term accounting for the relationship between two
pixels and the other one representing the saliency of every
pixel. Thus, it can work effectively to obtain high response
from and attend to both non-occluded body parts and salient
boundaries. We follow [35] to add two/three DNL layers to
the second/third stage of Resnet-50. The key formulation of
pair-wise activation of DNL is as follows:

w(fi, fj) = s
(

(Wqfi − µq)T (Wkfi − µk)

)
+ s(Wmfj),

(1)

where fi is a c-dimensional feature at position i of the fea-
ture map, Wq,Wk ∈ Rc×c and Wm ∈ R1×c are linear

transformation, Wqfi and Wkfi are the query and key of
the non-local features, µq and µk is the mean of all queries
and keys, and s(.) is a softmax function. As discussed in
[38], the first term is a whitened pairwise term for instance
response learning and the second term focuses on salient re-
gions. The output of position i is

∑
j w(fi, fj) ·Wvfi, in

which Wv ∈ Rc×c is another linear transformation to cal-
culate the value term Wvfi in [38]. By broadcasting this to
the whole feature map, we obtain the activation map in the
form of a c × wh tensor. This tensor is then added to the
feature map to enhance the backbone.

Further, the second term in Eq. (1) is similar to mask-
based matching methods in [1, 12]. Wmfj is equivalent
to a mask for the feature map and is used to re-weight the
features. Motivated by this observation, we define a novel
operation, termed reconstructive pooling, and incorporate
it into our backbone by :

fr = (WvF)s(WmF)T , (2)

where F ∈ Rc×wh is the final feature map and Wm ∈ R1×c

and Wv ∈ Rc×c are linear transformation. The term
(WvF) is similar to the reconstruction term in the feature
pyramid matching framework [12, 14], in which it is used
to re-weight holistic image features to reconstruct occluded
image features. s(WmF) works as a feature selection layer
on channels. For a given feature map, Eq. (2) essentially
works as both feature reconstruction and pooling operations
consecutively. We therefore apply Eq. (2) on top of the last
feature map of the backbone to aggregate important non-
occluded features. Unlike the widely-used global pooling,
this pooling enables the backbone network to allocate at-
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tention to the salient boundaries as well as to reconstruct
occluded features. Thus, our network itself can capture the
non-occluded features without involving any part feature-
based matching modules. Note that the reconstructive pool-
ing is used only in the training stage. For inference, only
the features after the global pooling is used.

Bounded Exponential Distance Loss. The occlusion-
based data augmentation generates many hard examples
that have synthetic occlusions. To learn discriminative
features for these hard examples, we propose the novel
Bounded Exponential Distance (BED) loss.

BED is a dual dynamically scaled exponential loss func-
tion, in which exponential penalization is enforced on image
pairs of small distance to learn diverse local discriminative
parts, enabling models to capture fine-grained difference
between highly similar pedestrian images. A scaling factor
is incorporated into the loss function to control the penaliza-
tion sensitivity, helping automatically reduce the model’s
attention on easily discriminative image pairs while at the
same time attending to hardly discriminative image pairs.
Specifically, let zi = φ(xi) be the feature representation
after the pooling layer, the BED loss is defined as follows.

Lbed(xi,xj) = yij

(
1−e−αd(zi,zj)

)
+(1−yij)e−αd(zi,zj),

(3)
where α is the sensitivity scaling factor, d(·, ·) is the `2 dis-
tance, and yij = 1 if zi and zj are from the same person
and yij = 0 otherwise.

This loss has the following two key desired properties:

• It gives aggressively exponential punishment on the
pairs that have small inter-/intra- person distances, en-
forcing attention to diverse discriminative features.

• It imposes bounded loss on image pairs of large dif-
ferences, which helps automatically down-weight the
easy image pairs that have large inter-/intra- person
distances. The bounds are shown as follows.

lim
dij→∞

Lbed(xi,xj) = 1 if yij = 1,

lim
dij→∞

Lbed(xi,xj) = 0 if yij = 0,
(4)

where dij presents the distance between zi and zj .

One main benefit brought by the exponentially sensitive
penalization is the capability in learning the fine-grained
difference of the non-occluded body parts. Particularly,
as shown in Figure 3(a), for image pairs that have small
intra-person distance, our exponential penalty is different
from the small or no penalization in the contrastive loss
and the triplet loss. Moreover, the punishment of the triplet
loss and contrastive loss is boundless, attracting the model’s
overwhelming attention to the image pairs with large intra-
person distance. Consequently, the models based on these
loss functions fail to learn the fine-grained difference of the
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Figure 3 – (a) Loss w.r.t. intra-person distance and (b) Loss
w.r.t. inter-person distance. The margin in the triplet loss and
contrastive loss is set to 0.3 according to [21]. One desired
property of the proposed BED loss function is that its penal-
ization is exponentially sensitive yet provably bounded. As
shown in (a) and (b), our loss function exponentially punishes
the similar/dissimilar pairs that have small distance and im-
poses bounded loss to large distances. This empowers the
model to capture fine-grained discriminative features for the
non-occluded body parts. By contrast, the punishment of con-
trastive loss, triplet loss and focal loss is substantially less sensi-
tive and boundless for the same person, leading to an optimiza-
tion that biases towards images of large intra-person distances.
Consequently, the models fail to attend to scatterly distributed
small discriminative parts of the images.

non-occluded parts. By contrast, the BED loss has an upper
bound penalization on those image pairs while enforcing
exponential penalization on image pairs with small intra-
person distances, enabling effective learning of the discrim-
inative non-occluded features. In Figure 3(b), in a similar
sense, for image pairs that come from different persons but
have small distances, the BED loss applies penalization in-
versely exponential to the distance and applies nearly zero
loss to the pairs that have large inter-person distance, which
helps better discriminate image pairs that have small inter-
person distances than the linear penalization in the con-
trastive loss or triplet loss.

The exponential penalization of the BED loss is inspired
by the success of the focal loss [19] in dense object detec-
tion, but the BED loss is fundamentally different from the
focal loss in that (i) they have very different penalization
properties (e.g., provably bounded vs. boundless), as shown
in Figure 3, and (ii) the BED loss is devised to enable the
learning of fined-grained features in a ranking task whereas
the focal loss is introduced to address the class imbalance
problem in a classification task.

The Overall Loss Function. The final loss function of
our model is as follows

L = Lrpf
bed + Lgf

bed + Lc , (5)

where Lrpf
bed and Lgf

bed refer to the use of the BED loss
on feature representations from the reconstructive pool-
ing and global pooling layers respectively, and Lc =
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∑H
i E(Ȳi,Yi) is a cross-entropy-based multi-head clas-

sification loss, which is shown to be more effective than
single-head classification in [31]. Following [31], two
heads, i.e., H = 2, are used in our experiments.

Additionally, long-tailed class distribution is commonly
seen in real-world ReID applications, because there are only
limited images for most of the identities while some iden-
tities have a large number of images available for training.
This problem becomes more severe for occluded ReID as
occlusions in the data-poor identities reduce the supervisory
information for the tail classes. As a result of this class im-
balance, the models can be biased towards the head classes.
The bad Momentum-effect Elimination (ME) strategy [31]
is used in our implementation to alleviate the problem. Par-
ticularly, the momentum in the SGD optimization can be
dominated by the samples from the data-rich head classes,
leading to all features inclining to the feature-directions of
the head classes. We therefore maintain a continuously up-
dated mean feature vector to capture this momentum shift
towards the head classes. The mean feature vector is ob-
tained from the features after the global pooling. It is incre-
mentally updated by:

µt = βµt−1 + (1− β) · f̃g, (6)

where µt−1 is the updated mean feature vector obtained at
iteration t− 1, f̃g = 1

|B|
∑

z∈B z denotes the mean feature
vector of all samples in the batch B at the current iteration,
and β is a hyper-parameter to balance the importance of
µt−1 and f̃g . Since the features are all normalized after the
global pooling, subtraction by this mean vector can effec-
tively take away the bias towards the head classes. There-
fore, during inference, feature representations of the images
the query and gallery sets are subtracted by this mean fea-
ture vector before performing image matching.

4. The Proposed Dataset: OPReID
The proposed Occluded Person ReID (OPReID) bench-

mark is created based on a dataset collected from 6,497 dif-
ferent cameras of 89 camera systems inside and outside the
supermarkets and shopping malls. The original dataset con-
tains 1.38 million images of over 30K different identities.
We use pose estimation models to classify whether an im-
age contains an occluded or non-occluded identity. These
occluded or non-occluded image classification results are
then manually examined and corrected. We further ran-
domly select occluded and non-occluded images from this
large-scale dataset to create our OPReID dataset. Specif-
ically, we first use the pose estimation method in [3] to
detect key-points of all images. The images that miss at
least three sequential key-points are then considered as oc-
cluded images. We select 4,200 images from 3,515 identi-
ties to form the query set. Since in real-world ReID appli-

cation we often have very limited images for the identity,
we collect only two images coming from the same identity
of each query, including one occluded image and one holis-
tic image, to compose a subset of the gallery set. We then
randomly select 1-3 occluded images and 1-3 holistic im-
ages per identity from other identities to form the rest of the
gallery, resulting in 41,014 images from 6,174 identities in
the gallery set. For the training set, it contains 27,228 im-
ages from 1,744 identities, with around 15% occluded im-
ages and 85% randomly selected holistic images; there are
5-20 images for each identity. All the identities from the
training set are different from that of the gallery set.

A comparison of the key statistics and characteristics
between OPReID and existing occluded ReID datasets is
shown in Table 2. Among these existing datasets, P-iLIDS,
P-ReID and O-ReID do not have training data, and they
have only very small query and gallery sets. O-Duke is
a large dataset, but the occlusions in this dataset are very
monotonous, e.g., most persons are occluded by the same
car at the same body parts such as legs and feet (see
the fourth row in Figure 4). Compared to these datasets,
OPReID provides a significantly more realistic occluded
ReID testbed in that (i) it contains significantly more oc-
clusions of diverse appearance, shape and size, (ii) it con-
tains significantly larger number of identities and images
collected using 6,000 cameras in all four seasons, and (iii)
it is collected from both indoor and outdoor scenes. Fur-
ther, in datasets like O-Duke, too monotonous occlusions
may lead to a “Clever Hans Phenomenon”, e.g., ReID mod-
els can perform ‘correct’ image matching due to solely the
similarity of the occlusion objects rather than the person ap-
pearance. By contrast, our dataset contains a wide range of
occlusions at different body parts, such as carts, elevators,
storage racks, etc. from diverse scenes inside and outside
the supermarkets and shopping malls (see the bottom row in
Figure 4). All faces in OPReID are masked for privacy pro-
tection. The data is available at https://git.io/OPReID.

5. Experiments

5.1. Implementation Details and Datasets

The implementation of our method is built upon the
FastReID-strong-baseline method in [13], in which Gem
pooling [24] and non-local [35] blocks are adopted to en-
hance the state-of-the-art model in [21]. For fair compari-
son, Resnet-50 is used as backbone in which the stride of
last CNN layer is set to 1. For training, the batch size, α,
and β are respectively set to 64, 0.3 and 0.9 by default.

We evaluate the performance on three occluded per-
son ReID datasets, include two popular large bench-
marks, Occluded-Duke (O-Duke) [22] and Occlude-ReID
(O-ReID) [47], and our dataset OPReID. Our method is also
evaluated on two widely-used general person ReID datasets,
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Table 2 – Characteristics of OPReID vs. existing occluded ReID datasets. Imgs and Cams are short for images and cameras, respectively.

Dataset Train Query Gallery Overall Key Characteristic
#IDs #Imgs #IDs #Imgs #IDs #Imgs #IDs #Imgs Cams Occlusion Occluded Part Dressing

P-iLIDS [12] - - 119 119 119 119 119 119 2 truncated images to simulate occlusions winter
P-ReID [42] - - 60 300 60 300 60 300 5 truncated images to simulate occlusions summer
O-ReID [47] - - 200 1,000 200 1,000 200 1,000 5 wall, garbage-can, umbrella all body parts all seasons
O-Duke [22] 702 15,618 519 2,210 1,110 17,661 1,812 35,489 8 car, billboard leg, feet winter

OPReID 1,744 27,228 3,515 4,200 6,174 41,014 7,918 74,416 6,000 cart, elevator, storage rack, etc. all body parts all seasons

Train Query Gallery

No training data

O-ReID

O-Duke

OPReID

P-iLIDS

P-ReID

No training data

No training data

Figure 4 – Visual comparison of OPReID and existing occluded
ReID datasets. We mask all faces for privacy protection.

Market1501 [41] and DukeMTMC-ReID [44]. Following
[8, 21, 22], we use Rank-1 accuracy (R-1) [10] and mean
Average Precision (mAP) [41] as the performance metrics.

Readers are referred to Supplementary Materials for re-
sults using other backbones, R-5, R-10 and runtime results.

5.2. Effectiveness on Occluded ReID Datasets

Our model is compared with seven state-of-the-art oc-
cluded ReID methods [8,9,12,14,16,22,33] on the three oc-
cluded ReID datasets. As O-ReID does not have a training
set, we follow the literature [12,33] to train the model using
the Market1501 data. We also compare our model with five
state-of-the-art general ReID methods [13, 21, 26, 27, 46].
The comparison results are shown in Table 3. Note that
on the proposed OPReID dataset, we report the results of
three recent occluded ReID methods [12, 22, 33] and one
general ReID method [13] that we obtained using their pub-
licly available codes.

Our model substantially outperforms all the competing
methods in both mAP and R-1 on two challenging datasets
O-Duke and OPReID that have more complex occlusions
than O-ReID. Particularly, our model outperforms the state-
of-the-arts by over 13% in both R-1 and mAP on O-Duke
and 17%-19% in both R-1 and mAP on OPReID. Compared
with the current state-of-the-art general ReID model, Base-
line [13], our model still achieves 4.7%-6.2% and 4.4%-

5.3% improvement in R-1 and mAP, respectively.
On the small dataset O-ReID, incorporating heuris-

tics/domain knowledge into ReID models or image match-
ing is often more effective than data-driven representation
learning. As a result, HOReID [33] that combines auxiliary
pose information using graph convolutional networks in its
image matching obtains better R-1 than our model. How-
ever, HOReID is less effective than our model in mAP on
O-ReID, because the extracted pose information in different
images of the same identity can be highly dissimilar, leading
to a lower recall. Further, this type of methods fails to work
on large-scale datasets O-Duke and OPReID, because they
are difficult to specify well generalized heuristics/domain
knowledge in such cases.

5.3. Effectiveness on General ReID Datasets

Motivated by the fact that real-world ReID applica-
tions typically involves a hybrid of occluded and holistic
pedestrian images, our model is also evaluated on general
ReID datasets to examine its applicability in handling non-
occluded ReID cases. Our model is compared with var-
ious types of state-of-the-art general ReID methods, in-
cluding one data augmentation-based method [23], three
mask/attention-based methods [15, 18, 25], four striping-
based methods [5, 7, 26, 46], two methods driven by some
new loss functions [27, 29], and two global feature-based
methods [13, 21], in addition to the seven occluded ReID
methods in Table 3. The results on Market1501 and
DukeMTMC are shown in Table 4. Our model achieves the
best results in both R-1 and mAP on the two datasets among

Table 3 – R-1 and mAP of different methods on three occluded
ReID datasets. The best performance is boldfaced.

Type Method OPReID O-Duke O-ReID
R-1 mAP R-1 mAP R-1 mAP

Occluded
ReID

AdO [16] 44.5 33.2 - -
FD-GAN [9] - - 40.8 - - -
DSR [12] - - 40.8 30.4 72.8 62.8
PGFA [22] 48.1 48.3 51.4 37.3 - -
FPR [14] 48.7 46.6 - - 78.3 68.0
PVPM [8] - - 51.5 29.2 70.4 61.2
HOReID [33] 47.6 46.0 55.1 43.8 80.3 70.2

General
ReID

PB [27] - - 36.9 - - -
PCB [26] - - 42.6 33.7
OSNet [46] - 33.7 20.1 - -
ASB [21] - - 61.1 48.7 67.5 62.5
Baseline [13] 61.1 62.1 62.8 51.9 68.2 63.4
Ours 65.8 67.2 69.0 57.2 78.5 72.9
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Table 4 – R-1 and mAP of different methods on two general
ReID datasets. The best performance is boldfaced.

Type Method Market1501 DukeMTMC
R-1 mAP R-1 mAP

Occluded
ReID

AdO [16] 86.5 70.4 79.2 62.1
FD-GAN [9] 90.5 77.7 80.0 64.5
DSR [12] 83.6 64.3 - -
PGFA [22] 91.2 76.8 82.6 65.5
FPR [14] 95.4 86.6 88.6 78.4
PVPM [8] 93.1 82.3 84.9 71.8
HOReID [33] 94.2 84.9 86.9 75.6

General
ReID

PB [27] 91.7 79.6 84.4 69.3
PCB [26] 92.3 77.4 81.9 65.3
PN-GAN [23] 89.4 72.6 73.6 53.2
HA-CNN [18] 91.2 75.7 80.5 63.8
MGCAM [25] 83.8 74.3 80.7 66.4
IANet [15] 94.4 83.1 87.1 73.4
OSNet [46] 94.8 84.9 88.6 73.9
BDB [7] 93.5 82.8 86.8 71.5
ABD [5] 95.6 88.2 89.0 78.5
ASB [21] 94.5 85.9 86.4 76.4
Circle [29] 96.1 87.4 - -
Baseline [13] 95.4 88.6 89.9 79.8
Ours 96.1 89.3 91.1 81.3

all general ReID and occluded ReID models.
When considering the performance across both occluded

and general ReID datasets, HOReID [33] and Baseline [21]
are two best competing models. Impressively, our model
outperforms both of them on both occluded and general
ReID datasets. This demonstrates excellent applicability of
our model in real-world ReID applications with/without oc-
clusions.

5.4. Ablation Study

We evaluate the importance of five key components of
our model, including Compound Batch Erasing (CBE), the
BED loss, Disentangled Non-Local module (DNL), Recon-
structive Pooling (RP) and Momentum-effect Elimination
(ME). The results are provided in Table 5. From the results
we can see that adding CBE and Lbed increase about 3-4
points in both R-1 and mAP on the occluded datasets. The
two modules provide the main driving force for our model’s
superior performance. The modules, DNL and RP , en-
hance the backbone network and further increase the per-
formance by 1-2 points. Note that the improvement driven
by RP is applied to the occluded data only, since RP is de-
signed specifically for feature reconstruction. Adding ME
helps lift the performance by around 1 more point across
both occluded and general ReID datasets, as the long-tailed
problem generally exists in both types of data and ME helps
alleviate the problem.

5.5. Parameter Sensitivity

The two key hyperparameters α and β, which respec-
tively control the sensitivity of the proposed BED loss and
the balance in the ME module, can be well tuned via cross
validation. This section aims at providing some starting

Table 5 – R-1 and mAP of our model and its ablated variants.

C
B

E

B
E

D

D
N

L

R
P

M
E Occluded Dataset General Dataset

O-Duke OPReID Market1501 DukeMTMC
R-1 mAP R-1 mAP R-1 mAP R-1 mAP
62.8 51.9 61.1 62.1 95.4 88.6 89.9 79.8

X 64.1 53.3 62.5 63.5 95.6 88.9 90.3 80.0
X X 66.8 54.5 64.1 65.7 95.7 88.9 90.5 80.5
X X X 67.0 54.8 64.8 65.9 95.9 89.0 90.7 80.8
X X X X 68.1 56.1 65.2 66.4 96.0 89.0 90.8 80.9
X X X X X 69.0 57.2 65.8 67.2 96.1 89.3 91.1 81.3

. . .

%

value

R-1 O-Duke
R-1 OPReID
mAP O-Duke
mAP OPReID

(a) Results vs. α

. . . .value

R-1 O-Duke
R-1 OPReID
mAP O-Duke
mAP OPReID

%

(b) Results vs. β

Figure 5 – R-1 and mAP results w.r.t two parameters α and β.

points of the parameter tuning based on our empirical re-
sults. Here α = 0.3 and β = 0.9 are used by default and we
vary one parameter with the other one fixed to examine its
impact on the performance. The mAP and R-1 results are
reported in Figure 5. Our model generally performs stably
w.r.t. both parameters. In general, α needs to be sufficiently
large. This is because when α is set to a very small value,
the BED loss becomes non-aggressive, which can deterio-
rate the final performance. The performance is generally
robust to the change of β.

6. Conclusions

This paper introduces a novel model to learn fine-grained
discriminative features for occluded person ReID. This
model has two key features: (i) it learns single-scale global
features with single network backbone, which is signifi-
cantly simpler than state-of-the-art occluded models that
rely one or more auxiliary modules, but it can substan-
tially outperform these contenders; and (ii) it achieves new
SOTA performance on both occluded ReID and general
ReID benchmarks, showing excellent applicability in real-
life ReID applications. Through this model, we show
for the first time that single-scale global-level features
can outperform the popular multi-scale part-level features
for occluded ReID, offering a new direction for explor-
ing lightweight yet effective occluded ReID models. Fur-
ther, we introduce a large-scale occluded ReID dataset
that contains so far the most realistic occlusions and the
largest number of identities and images, providing a sig-
nificantly more faithful occluded ReID benchmark than ex-
isting datasets.
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